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ABSTRACT
The Cubadak geothermal area is located in the great Sumatra fault zone. It is important to understand characteristics of this fault zone in connection with the geothermal area.

Geothermal features of Cubadak consist of hot springs situated at Cubadak and Sawah Mudik with temperatures between 37.1°C – 74.8°C. The appearance of Cubadak hot spring is controlled by the Cubadak northwest-southeast trending fault. The Sawah Mudik hot spring is controlled by the Botung southwest-northeast trending fault. These structures truncate reservoir rocks underground and enable trapped hydrothermal fluids to flow to the surface along the fractures.

The structures in the Cubadak geothermal area are part of the Sumatra fault zone that spreads along Sumatera Island from Semangko Gulf at the south to Aceh at the north. The fault is still active, the subduction zone along west coast of Sumatera Island is a result of stress caused by the convergence of the Indian-Australian plate and the Eurasian plate. As result of the motion of this structural system, the depression (graben) in several locations occurs especially in en-echelon truncation, is the result of extensional forces in this fault system. Cubadak geothermal area is developed at a depression zone which has a northwest-southeast trending fault structure boundary. This structural zone is facilitating the appearance of geothermal features at Cubadak area and has contributed to the formation of this geothermal system.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Great Sumatera Fault has an important role on most geothermal systems along Sumatera. The fault system is a consequence of the Indian-Australian plate subducting under the Eurasian plate, over which there is a subduction zone along the West Coast of Sumatera Island.

Cubadak geothermal area are recognized by the existence of surface manifestations such as hot springs. The geothermal area is located at a depression zone which is developed by fault structures, which are part of Great Sumatera Fault.

The objective of this paper is to discuss the connection between Great Sumatera fault and the appearance of geothermal features at Cubadak area.

Cubadak geothermal area is located at Dua Koto area, Pasaman Regency, West Sumatera Province, approximately 200 km north of Padang town (Figure 1).
The research area is located at the western part of the central Sumatera fault zone. The fault structure is interpreted as secondary phase or third phase fault as a consequence of extensional force which creates normal faults at the area.

The developing structure in research area was determined based on digital elevation model (DEM) map analysis, topography map, and physical geological structure evidence such as hot springs, valley and ridge lineament, fractures, slicken side, and deformation zone. Several fault structures were observed in Cubadak area, including: 11 northwest-southeast trending fault, six southwest-northeast trending faults, and one south-north striking fault.

The northwest-southeast strike-slip fault, are Rantau Panjang fault and Andilan fault create Cubadak depression as well as Cubadak normal fault which controls the appearance of Cubadak hotsprings.

Meanwhile, normal southwest-northeast striking faults, are Batuampar fault, Kuraba fault and Botung fault control the appearance of Sawah Mudik hotspring. Strike-slip complex, such as in a pull-apart structure, or a kink in fault-strike. Therefore the reservoir conceptual model was Northwest-southeast striking fault truncate and transforming the rocks and structures which already formed.

The disposition, shape and structural architecture of the Cubadak depression, suggest that the depression could be a pull-apart depression that developed above a releasing jog of a right-stepping strike-slip fault system as a consequence of the dextral NW-SE direction motion of Great Sumatera Fault. Development of Cubadak geothermal system under the above-mentioned kinematic condition (Figure 3).

3. GEOTHERMAL FEATURES

Geothermal features in the Cubadak area consist of hot springs located at Cubadak and Sawah Mudik. The temperature of Cubadak hot spring ranges between 68.4 – 74.8°C at an atmospheric temperature of 27.3°C, pH 6.35 – 6.84 and a flow rate of about 1 - 2 liter/second. The hot spring appeared through alluvium at Dolok Sosopan river. The physical condition of hot spring is purify, tasteless, gas bubbling, steaming. Temperature of Sawah Mudik hot spring is around 37.1°C at an atmospheric temperature 23.1°C with flow rate around 0.5 liter/second. The hot spring appeared through volcanic mud breccia at farm area. The physical condition of hot spring are purify, tasteless.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

From a fluid flow perspective [Barton, 1995; Hickman et al., 1997], faults and fractures can act as conduits to transport heat efficiently to the surface. Areas undergoing extensional tectonics would tend to pull-apart fractures that would enhance fluid and heat flow [Faulds et al., 2004]. Deeply dipping faults might be more efficient at transporting fluid and heat over larger vertical distances (thus strike-slip faulting may play an important role). Permeability would be enhanced where fracturing is developed considering this role of the fault system (Figure 4).
One term relevant to these geothermal faults is “transtension”, which is defined as the combination of shear deformational strain and positive dilational strain. In geologic terms, transtension is formed in regions that have both normal faulting and strike-slip faulting, such as in the Sumatera fault and Cubadak area. Strike-slip NW-SE-striking fault, (Rantau Panjang fault and Andilan fault) that formed the Cubadak depression, and normal SW-NE striking faults (Kuraba and Botung Fault) play an important role in the appearance of the Cubadak and Sawah Mudik hot springs.

Cubadak geothermal area has unique conditions compared to other common volcanic geothermal systems. The structure plays an important role in the features of the geothermal system in this field. Starting from the thermal features that lie in en echelon pull-apart depression of Sumatera fault. Then the reservoir zone is predicted as the fractured formation in fault zone, and also the heat source the appearance of which is controlled by the Great Sumatera Fault (Bukit Barisan belt).

Therefore, further investigation of the structure’s role in Cubadak can help to unravel local structure patterns. Structural understanding can also help guide local exploration efforts by telling us which structural intersections are most likely to control geothermal fluid flow, and moreover to constrain prospective boundaries of the geothermal system.
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